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Maine Communities,
Ellsworth’s New Spirit
Times are looking up in the staid old Hancock County 
shire city astride Union River’s outlet to the sea, as “com­
munity cooperation” becomes an active principle of civic- 
life, with very tangible results for the entire area.
By Richard A. Hebert
[Tnless you’ve been living in or 
j near Ellsworth during the past 
|wo years, you’re due for a surprise 
the pickup in community spirit that 
taken place in Hancock County’s 
"hire city, its business and transpor- 
ution hub.
Not to disparage in the slightest 
devious civic accomplishments and 
jl^sonalities in the colorful history of 
J?e 190-year-old community, even 
tjjlsworth’s residents today seem 
'^Jfhtly amazed and greatly pleased 
j the new spirit of cooperation that 
Jt‘|'vades the old home town.
Projects for the “good of the com­
munity” are getting done, some very 
^bstantial “ plans for the future” 
,e(nn not too far from realization and 
general “ better feeling,” bordering 
H downright optimism, leaps out at 
unsuspecting visitor who pauses 
’Squire about the community’s psy- 
^°pical health.
tyiV°t the least of the major items 
lch right now are making Ellsworth
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citizens mighty proud, is the fact that 
the High School team has just won 
the State basketball championship. 
We’re sorry this article had to be 
written before Maine’s top schoolboy 
hoopsters had a chance to show their 
skill at the New England tournament, 
but however they make out in Boston, 
the home town folks are proudest of 
their boys as champs in Maine.
In fact, even before the State finals 
in Waterville, they let the boys know 
that, win or lose, they were perfectly 
pleased with them for winning the 
Eastern Maine Tournament at Orono 
the previous week. Incidentally, this 
is Ellsworth High’s first State cham­
pionship in basketball and they made 
it on their 22nd consecutive winning 
game. More about “ The Champs” lat­
er.
A l t h o u g h  a city by charter—it’s 
the largest in area in Maine, with 
59,635 acres, or 93.18 square miles— 
Ellsworth, with a population of just
3
under 4,000, has much of the attrac­
tive Maine small town flavor. It’s his­
toric, dating: back to settlement in 
1763, and among: its fine old mansions 
and modern homes, mostly painted 
white, are such famous old buildings 
as the tall-spired Congregational 
Church (1812), the Public Library in 
the former Tisdale House (1820) and 
the widely-publicized Black Mansion 
(circa 1800).
The Black Mansion was built by 
Colonel John Black, land agent for 
William Bingham, who held tremen­
dous land tracts east of the Penobscot 
River. Originally a two-story brick 
house of modified Georgian Design, 
its one-story wings were added later. 
Its five Ionic columns and ornate 
trimmings immediately made it one 
of the most impressive buildings in 
the then sparsely-settled area east of 
Penobscot Bay.
It was donated to the County in 
1928 as an historic shrine and con­
tains priceless Colonial antiques and 
furnishings, many of them from the 
Black family, including rare books, 
dishes and glassware. The Black 
Mansion is open to the public from 
June to October and weekly summer 
teas are held in the graceful, well- 
kept gardens.
Ellsworth’s residential areas slope 
up from both sides of the Union River 
Gorge along peaceful elm and maple- 
shaded streets. From the wide cement
The Black Ma nsion is now open to 
the public.
The old Tisdale House was presen 
ed to the city in 1898 by George Nixi 
Black.
highway bridge across Union Riv 
in the center of the town, a 60-foo 
high dam and falls a few hundr< 
yards upriver makes a thrilling spe 
taele during freshets. Tidewat 
makes up to the foot of the falls fro 
Union River Bay, with fish jumpir 
during incoming summer tides.
Surprising enough, in such an hi 
toric and scenic Maine coastal se 
ting, is a modern business section ' 
up-to-date stores and professional o 
fices in brick buildings built after 
conflagration in 1933 wiped out mo; 
of the Main Street area. Just off th 
business section is a large free pad 
ing area faced by a modern City Ha 
of brick and white-stone trim, aid1 
Scandinavian architectural lines, ah 
built during the reconstruction perk 
in the mid-30’s.
Once second only to Bangor as H 
world’s top lumber shipping pd- 
Ellsworth later had a huge ice shi! 
ping trade, extensive shipyards 
was a canning and dairy produd 
center. Today, a 50-employee vod 
working and furniture plant is 1 
largest and virtually only manual 
turing industry. The fact that 
serves such a large area of Hanc<d 
County and is a highway and 
center for eastern coastal Maine 8 
counts for its ability to support d°
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than 100 wholesale, retail, service 
trade, professional and banking 
firms.
As a Route One gateway to Mount 
Desert Island and Washington Coun­
ty, Ellsworth businessmen are highly 
conscious of the vacation-travel in­
dustry that has zoomed into such eco­
nomic importance in Maine during 
the past 25 years. The magical names 
of Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, 
Southwest Harbor, Cadillac Mountain 
and Acadia National Park lure Maine 
visitors and residents alike in ever- 
increasing numbers. By highway 
travel, all must pass through Ells­
worth and the city’s service trades 
and accommodations accordingly have 
prospered.
Business leaders estimate that Ells­
worth serves a trading area of some 
35,000 population, in which the chief 
economic components are lumbering, 
lumber mills, farming, food process­
ing, coastal fisheries, boatbuilding and
the widespread vacation-travel indus­
try, including fishing and hunting.
To place the community and the 
area on a more solid economic foot­
ing, they agreed several years ago, 
Ellsworth must have a new medium­
sized, carefully selected industry or 
two. Accordingly, an industrial pro­
motion committee was formed and, 
with the assistance of the Maine De­
velopment Commission, negotiations 
now seem about to be concluded with 
a well-established small textile spe­
cialty firm.
Final “ go ahead” is expected short­
ly, when civic leaders will launch a 
community industrial building pro­
ject similar to those already proven 
so successful in other Maine cities 
and towns. The new firm is expected 
to employ 125 men and women at first 
and eventually can be counted on to 
provide at least 250 new jobs. Com­
munity leaders say negotiations with 
the industrial prospect have reached
Low altitude view of the Ellsworth business district, a modern shop­
ping center astride Routes One and One-A. Tree-shaded streets in the 
residential sections impart the traditional Marne small community at­
mosphere.
Ellsworth's modern $450,000 high school plant where a community 
“work bee” on the grounds last Fall was so successful the local people 
are still talking about it ivith no little pride.
the point where they have definite 
promises which await only a normal 
schedule of events expected to tran­
spire in the next month or two.
At the same time, the industrial 
committee is looking around for an­
other small industry of another type 
for further diversification. A spot 
check survey taken some months ago 
showed an estimated 500 employable 
men and women in the area, 80 per 
cent of whom own their own homes, a 
highly desirable factor in attracting 
new industry.
Nobody knows exactly just when 
or why the new spirit of intra­
community cooperation got started in 
Ellsworth, although some believe pos­
sibly things had just reached the 
point where there was nothing else 
to do. Another viewpoint from a civic 
leader is that possibly the local peo­
ple were sparked by the example of
other communities in Maine, such as 
Eastport (PINE CONE, Spring, 195b 
“ Boosting Maine Through Community 
Action” ) ; and similar community ac­
tivities nurtured by the continuing 
Boost Maine Campaign, first launched 
by the Maine Publicity Bureau in 
1948-49.
However the new “ Boost Ells­
worth” movement may have started, 
it was and is being spearheaded by 
such organizations as the local Lions 
Club, Rotary, Jaycees, American Le­
gion, Merchants’ Association and the 
City Government, all working together 
with a unanimity of purpose and good 
will that had been given up for lost 
in “ these trying times.”
First extensive community-wide 
manifestation of the new spirit came 
in the high school grounds “ work bee' 
of last October. Ellsworth had built 
a modern $450,000 high school, a pro­
ject that had just about strained the
Only ten per cent remains to be raised toward the $400,000 goal 
which will make the new Eastern Memorial Hospital a reality, the 
first public hospital for this broad section of the Maine coast.
state of its city finances to the limit. 
Landscaping around the high school 
and a start on filling in a new athletic 
field adjacent was sorely needed. At 
that point, last year, the city just 
couldn’t afford the expense.
But Ellsworth folks are proud of 
their new high school, so the Lions 
Club took the leadership in organizing 
a “work bee,” patterned after the 
Eastport “ painting bee” of last Sum­
mer. With the cooperation of the 
City Government and other organiza­
tions, a date was set for a Sunday 
and all citizens were invited to donate 
their time and energy to make the 
new high school area presentable and 
to start construction of a new athletic 
field.
Those who conceived and sponsored 
the idea saw that it was well- 
publicized locally, then awaited the 
day with fingers crossed. The City 
volunteered its trucks and equipment.
The “ work bee” started at 7:30 a.m. 
More than half of the high school stu­
dents and about 250 men and women 
showed up for work. Together with 
the city’s and contractors’ volunteered 
equipment, three bulldozers, two 
graders, 40 trucks and six power saws 
for brush and trees were in action 
that day, along with an uncounted 
dumber of bush scythes, rakes, shovels 
and hoes brought along by the volun­
teers. The women of the Lions Club 
served a delectable fish chowder for 
more than 300 persons.
When the “ time to quit” whistle was 
blown at 5 p.m., an area of some 300 
feet around the new high school had 
been cleared and smoothed for land- 
raping, a large area facing Union 
River had been cleared and an enor­
mous amount of stone and fill had 
been levelled in for a base for the 
athletic field.
City Manager Ralph Irving esti­
mates that a project worth between 
$5,000 and $6,000 had been accom­
plished.
Let one of the civic leaders tell it:
“The spirit that prevailed was the 
0utstanding thing and everyone is 
SL11 talking about it; so much so that 
^  plan to hold another ‘work bee’ 
mere this Spring. People who hadn’t 
sPoken to each other for years found 
mernselves working side by side and
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soon were chatting to each other like 
old friends again. Many wanted to 
come back again the following Sun­
day, but we thought it best not to 
push a good thing too soon.”
T hat particular “ work bee” was 
just a starter. Late this month the 
Lion and local Legion Post are plan­
ning to hold a joint minstrel show. 
The best hall in town is the City Hall 
Auditorium, but it needed fixing and 
painting. Members of the local or­
ganizations volunteered to do the job, 
working nights or Sundays or both. 
Again, enthusiasm had to be re­
strained a little, so Sunday work was 
the compromise suggestion. The City 
Manager estimates the work, now 
completed, would have cost the City 
at least $1,000, if hired out. As a 
final touch, the Chamber Maids, aux­
iliary to the Jaycees, volunteered to 
clean and sew up the stage curtains, 
badly in need of such refurbishing.
The Ellsworth Lions Club has been 
in existence some 25 years. In addi­
tion to spearheading the aforemen­
tioned projects, it sponsors the local 
Information Bureau, branch of the 
Maine Publicity Bureau’s cooperating 
state-wide network, which serves the 
entire area. It also sponsors an an­
nual Riverdrivers’ Jamboree in 
March, a costume affair with old time 
square dances, for the benefit of the 
Industrial Development Fund.
The Rotary Club, three years old, 
has established a Student Loan Club, 
to finance college students. The plan 
goes into operation this year. The 
Jaycees sponsor a supervised swim­
ming program at Branch Pond and 
also had a Community Christmas 
Tree for the youngsters. The Mer­
chants’ Association had a Christmas 
program, in which $1,500 in merchan­
dise was awarded. They also spon­
sored street decorations and the Ro­
tary Club sponsored a lighted com­
munity star. The American Legion 
post also pitches in on any and all 
projects for community service.
The Ellsworth Luncheon Club has 
no specific project of its own, since 
its membership is a cross-section of 
the members of the other leading or­
ganizations. Oldest of community 
groups, it originated some 40 years
7
With the City Hall Auditorium badly in need of painting and clean­
ing, community organization volunteers accomplished a project esti­
mated to be worth $1,000 on a contract basis.
Left shows some of the men ivorking with the City crew on the job.
Right are some of the civic leaders who worked on the project. Left 
to right are Charles Ware, King Lion; Russell Kittredge, Legion Post 
vice commander; City Councillor Xenophon Panos; E. G. Sadler, Ro­
tary president; and City Manager Ralph Irving.
ago, the ologan, “ Ellsworth: The 
Friendly City.”
Last Fall, it had as a speaker 
Walter Brown, owner of the Boston 
Celtics, the professional basketball 
team. Brown liked what he saw and 
sensed in “ The Friendly City” and 
allowed Ellsworth was the kind of a 
place where he’d like to have the Cel­
tics do their pre-season training.
Charles Ware, local merchant and 
King Lion, promptly invited him to 
do just that. After appropriate ne­
gotiations, the deal was closed and 
the Celtics trained in Ellsworth, com­
prising more than a score of players 
and trainers.
It was the first time such a group 
had ever trained in Maine and it 
gained a lot of publicity and free ad­
vertising for Ellsworth. The Lions 
managed to come out of the deal with 
a small net profit to add to their com­
munity development fund.
But that wasn’t all. In the final 
game of the Eastern Maine Class L 
Tournament at Orono on March 7, 
Ellsworth High Coach Charles Kat- 
siaficas was handed a telegram. It 
read:
“ Let’s see you go all the way. All 
good wishes from the boys and my­
self. Watching the results of each 
game with keen interest. Signed: 
Red Auerbach and The Boston Cel­
tics.”
The Ellsworth lads went all the 
way, both there and at the State 
championship playoff in Waterville a 
week later. As they go to Boston for 
the New England Tournament, as this 
is being written, the Boston Celtics 
will be rooting for them to “ go all the 
way” there, also.
When the Celtics came to Ellsworth 
to train, Charlie told his boys (t° 
quote Bud Leavitt of the Bangor 
News):
“ The chance to watch players like 
Cousy, Macauley, Donham, Sharma" 
and others every day in the week for 
several weeks comes but once in 8 
lifetime. I believe if you boys take 
advantage of this opportunity, you 
will benefit by watching each prac­
tice.”
As the Ellsworth team, during its 
season just past, took the measure o' 
one high school team after anothC 
on its schedule and neared the East­
ern Maine and State finals, more
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than one sports writer around the 
State began to speculate as to whether 
the presence of the Celtics in Ells­
worth last Fall had anything to do 
with their winning streak.
Local people at first were a bit sen­
sitive, on the score that this angle 
might detract somewhat from the 
credit due to the Ellsworth players 
and their coach. In fact, they said, 
there was one play used by the Celtics 
that Katsiaficas, former University 
of New Hampshire star, absolutely 
refused to let his boys practice, as a 
physical safety precaution.
On the other hand, if the boys did 
pick up a few fine points from watch­
ing the “ pros,” so what? More credit 
to them, is the prevalent view.
Au. of which is just so much more 
to add to the growing “ Boost Ells­
worth” spirit. Right now plans are 
being made for an “ Open House Day”
to be held next Summer. It will be 
the first event of its kind there in 
many years.
Also on the docket for the near 
future is a community hospital to 
serve the entire area, which has never 
had a public hospital. Several years 
ago, the small private hospital, which 
had provided the only medical and 
minor surgical facilities east of Ban­
gor in that section of the Maine 
coast, was forced to throw in the 
financial sponge. Only ten per cent of 
the $400,000 goal for the new hospital 
remains to be raised. Membership in 
the Auxiliary, at latest report, was 
725. Fund raising leaders declare suc­
cess to be in sight.
City Manager Ralph Irving, who 
took over last year, just recently was 
able to report a general firming up 
of the City’s financial condition. Ac­
cording to his blueprints, which in­
clude a two-year goal on finances and
Ellstvorth’s City Hall and free parking lot, just off the Main Street 
business center, was built following the disastrous conflagration of 
1933. It is one of the most impressive and useful civic centers in 
Maine east of the Penobscot River.
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services and a five-year plan on ma­
jor capital improvements, an opti­
mum level should be reached in the 
not-too-distant future. Resolution of 
two major tax problems will advance 
his plans greatly.
The city election held earlier this 
month generally was regarded as a 
popular test for the City Govern­
ment’s policies of the past year, which 
were viewed as aiding and abetting 
the new upsurge of community co­
operation. The present regime won by 
a wide margin.
The people of Ellsworth apparently 
like the new community spirit. Indi­
vidually and collectively, there’ll be 
much “ Boost Ellsworth” activity dur­
ing the coming year and for some time 
to come. Not the least of the focal 
points will be the pride in the new 
State basketball champs, who will be
given a community reception and 
other honors.
Perhaps, as a result of all these 
developments, more of Ellsworth’s 
young folks will be inclined to stay 
around and help build up what could 
be a new community in the making.
As one wise old codger put it, 
pointedly:
“ What else is there?”
COVER PICTURE: Ellsworth’s 141 
year old First Congregational Church 
was selected as the PINE CONE cover 
this issue not only to tie-in with the 
Ellsworth story but because the slen­
der spire and tall fluted columns of 
this graceful church have been a fa­
vorite with photographers and artists 
for many years. This church is 
worthy of gracing the cover of any 
magazine.
A ccording to the “ Island Ad-vantages” a weekly newspaper 
“ Published at Stonington—on Maine’s Treasure Island” a mil­
lion dollar contract has been awarded the Stonington-Deer Isle 
Yacht Basin for the building of 60 wooden aircraft rescue 
boats for the government.
*  *  *  *
Maine ’s fruit and canning industry now has an annual in­
come of over 13 times what it was at the turn of the century. 
In 1901, the total figure was $1,400,000 and the present value 
of the annual pack is in excess of $19,000,000.
* * * *
T he Rumford Falls Times, one of the oldest weeklies in the 
State, having been published 70 years, has now come out with 
a daily paper serving the Oxford County area. Four days a 
week the paper is a daily and on one day, Thursday, the daily 
and weekly are combined.
*  *  *  *
A memorial plaque made from bronze salvaged from the bat­
tleship Maine, which was sunk in Havana in 1898, was recently 
presented to Governor Cross by the Harmon Whitzell Buotte 
Post 2531 of Westbrook. The plaque will be hung in the Execu­
tive Mansion in Augusta.
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In Loving Memory
Parker’s Point, Peter’s Corner, Pittsburgh and Steam­
boat Hoad hark back to early history and to the settlers of 
the region who gave them their names.
By Esther E. W ood
emove not the ancient land­
mark, which thy fathers have 
set,” is a Biblical admonition which 
New Englanders have long honored 
but not always followed. Turnpikes 
have destroyed village greens; gas 
stations have displaced Georgian man­
sions; modernization has marred the 
simplicity of colonial farmhouses and 
alterations have decreased the dignity 
of eighteenth century churches.
In another respect New Englanders 
have made a better record. They have 
cherished the names that their fathers 
gave to streets, geographic features 
and special localities.
A coastal village in eastern Maine 
oiay be taken as fairly typical of all 
old New England towns. There, a list 
of certain place names reads like a 
foster of the town’s planters; Park­
er’s Point, Wood’s Pond, Allen’s Cove, 
and Hinckley Hill all memorialize men 
who built homes in the town before 
eighteen hundred. Peter’s Corner is 
a reminder of a surveyor, miller, lum­
berman and shipbuilder whose profits 
from his varied ventures financed the 
building of one of the finest brick 
bouses in the region. Tenney’s Hill 
honors the first doctoi, one who made 
his rounds on horseback and carried 
his medicines in the saddlebags.
Other place names in this same vil­
lage are suggestive of the economic 
interests of the first settlers. To-day 
the Mill Brook belies its name but a 
hundred years ago there were on its 
banks, a sawmill, a gristmill, fulling 
mill and a shop for the manufacture
of edge tools. Unfortunately there 
are no names to remind us of the 
shipbuilding and brick making that 
flourished in company with the local 
milling. Gaping quarry holes and 
moss covered slabs of granite are 
landmarks that record that once quar­
rying and cutting granite were pros­
perous industries. The Manning Quar­
ry Road and the Granite Road are 
terms in frequent use and the older 
folks still refer to one locality as the 
Pittsburgh for in that neighborhood 
granite was cut for the post office of 
the big steel city. The mining boom 
at the end of the nineteenth century 
left ugly scars on the land and gave 
two additions to the local nomencla­
ture, the Gold and Copper Exchange 
Block and the Mines Road. After the 
passing of the sailing ship, the town 
was bound to a city on Penobscot Bay 
by the daily service of a steamboat. 
To-day the steamboat comes no more, 
the company wharf is abandoned but 
the winding dirt road that leads to 
the rotting pier is still called the 
Steamboat Road.
A ll New E ngland towns have 
traditions that are commemorated by 
local names. The village founded by 
the Parkers, Hinckleys and Carletons 
is no exception. In the early part of 
the last century Andrew Wood lived 
a few miles from the head of the Bay. 
He was large and strong. But he was 
as peaceful as he was powerful for 
he long refused to display his physical 
prowess. His neighbors were less pa­
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cific and encouraged him to challenge 
the local bully. He refused in spite of 
all their pleas. Finally they prom­
ised to crown him “ King Andrew” 
if he would whip the town ruffian. 
Perhaps he was tempted by the prom­
ise. Perhaps he had wearied of the 
constant urging. The facts were that 
he gave the challenge, won the fight 
and received the title. “ King Andrew” 
is long since dead but the neighbor­
hood where he lived is still called the 
Kingdom.
Mother Bush Brook is another in­
teresting name and it is all the more 
intriguing because the tradition as­
sociated with it has been lost. No 
family with the name of Bush resided 
in town. Could the name have been 
a corruption of Mother Goose? Could 
some maternal parent have cut brook- 
side bushes to use as switches? Con­
jecture can find numerous explam 
tions for the origin of Mother Bush.
Some place names are marked b 
their alliteration and assonance. Lib 
other town planters, the Hinckleys, tb 
Allens and the Darlings could appr< 
date a well turned designation. Cu 
tis’ Cove, Newbury Neck, Dodge 
Woods and Closson’s Point are a 
pleasant to the ear. Neighborin 
towns also have interesting and alii 
erative names. Orphan’s Island sui 
gests pathos; Hardscrabble, povertj 
C o n t e n t i o n  Cove, unpleasantnes 
While Lowell Town Hill, Five Mi 
Corner and the Doshun Shore are n< 
table for their liquidity.
If one looks, he can find histor 
and tradition and beauty in the loci 
names of his own town. New Enj 
land is richer because it has not r< 
moved the ancient place names th* 
the founding fathers gave.
Historical observances of founding dates will be held in 
many Maine communities this year. The following have already 
been scheduled: Newcastle Bi-Centennial, June 19-21; Kenne- 
bunkport’s 300th Anniversary of Arundel, all summer; Wells 
300th birthday, August 28-30 and Belfast Centennial Days, Au­
gust 14-16.
* * * *
More than the usual number of food festivals will be held 
in Maine this summer and fall. The Maine Seafoods Festival 
will be at Rockland, July 31-August 2; Maine Broiler Days at 
Belfast, July 10-11; Aroostook Agricultural Carnival, Caribou, 
July 23-25; and the first annual Corn festival at Farmington, 
September 6. Dates are not yet available for the Bean Hole 
Bean Bake planned at Hallowell or the Blueberry Festival that 
will be held at Stockton Springs.
* * * *
More than a half million school children of the New York 
area will learn details of the Maine lobster industry through 
exhibits being prepared by the American Museum of Natural 
History. Twelve duplicate exhibits are now being prepared, 
complete with miniature lobster traps and fishing boats against 
a painted background of a Maine fishing village. Two booklets, 
“ The Story of the Maine Lobster” and “ How to Eat a Maine 
Lobster,” will be distributed in the schools where these displays 
are shown.
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TV Comes To Maine
Television for the State of Maine has been subject to 
much discussion and many false starts over the past three 
years. Here is a report of Maine’s first station, WABI-TV, 
Bangor, written by a non-set owner and semi-occasional 
viewer. As to the State’s TV future, Portland has been 
assured a FHF station, WPMT Channel 53, which will be­
gin operation in the Fall. Predictions as to other stations 
would be chancy at best. Plans have been formulated and 
the financial backing is ready. As soon as governmental 
red tape is cleared and channels assigned, Maine will be in 
the TV field.
By W illiam A. Hatch
'T 'V  or not TV—that has been the 
question around Maine ever since 
Boston Town started bouncing pic­
tures over the pine trees and into 
Maine homes. Rumor fell on rumor— 
six months—one year—two years— 
Portland, Lewiston, Augusta, no one 
seemed to know when or where. The 
nod had to come from Washington, 
and after three frustrating years 
most Maine people came to the con­
clusion that the communities that 
wanted it couldn’t have it and the 
only ones that could have it didn’t 
want it.
In the meanwhile, slendor antennas 
of diverse shapes and sizes began 
sprouting skyward along the southern 
border and were rapidly spreading 
up the coast and into central Maine. 
More and more people were becoming 
self-appointed experts on cold fronts, 
electronics and FCC, and at the 
slightest provocation could tell you in 
about 10,000 well chosen words just 
why it “ wasn’t coming good last 
uight.”
We had the dubious distinction of 
being in what the engineers dubbed
a “ fringe area.” In layman’s lan­
guage, this simply means that with 
a good location, a super-duper moose 
rack antenna, and a booster with an 
atomic powered overdrive, reception 
should be pretty good providing the 
wind blew a bit east of north. Some 
claimed that they got a better pic­
ture on their laundramat; however, 
the pioneering instincts of Maine peo­
ple had been awakened and the disease 
spread like wildfire.
With the introduction of better re­
ceiving sets and refinements in trans­
mission, things were getting better 
all the time; but Maine was still ap­
parently no neai’er to having its own 
stations.
F inally, late last year it was an­
nounced that Bangor’s WABI would 
be on the air with the first TV sta­
tion in the State of Maine by 1953. 
Feverish activity began on the lone­
some top of Copeland Mountain, 
Hampden, five miles outside of Ban­
gor; and through the snow and blow 
of winter, a 90 foot steel tower, topped 
by 30 feet of antenna supporting the
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Engineers prepare to run the antenna and ‘bat wings' up the tem­
porary gin pole on top of Copeland Mountain.
“ Bat Wings,” was erected, and WABI 
was ready. On January 31st, 1953, 
“ Boston Blackie” and “ I Love Lucy” 
came off Copeland Hill over Channel 
5 into the homes of central and east­
ern Maine. This was, and always 
will be, the first commercially licensed 
TV telecast originating within the 
State of Maine.
In the greatest boom since lumber­
ing days of old, television has taken 
over Bangor. In three months, start­
ing with a nucleus of only a handful 
of pioneers, 16,000 sets mushroomed 
over the metropolitan area and 40,- 
000 within telecast reach of WABI- 
TV.
Reception is reported as excellent 
within the radius of seventy-five 
miles of Bangor with the central and 
eastern Maine area as far north as 
Millinocket, southeast to Machias, 
southwest to Rockland, and west to 
Augusta all within the telecast area.
The many problems of transmission 
and production of television were new 
to Murray Carpenter, general mana­
ger of WABI and WABI-TV, and 
his TV staff of thirteen. Bugs I 
to be worked out and obstacles ov 
come. Bangor was in the unfortun; 
position of not being in a geograp 
location that made live network tra 
mission practicable at the moment, 
kineoscope programs had to be e< 
tracted for from the networks a 
slides had to made up for local ; 
vertising selling aids.
The station was fortunate in < 
taining tie-ins with four major n 
works and could have its pick of 1 
best of NBC, CBS, ABC and Dum< 
with programs coming to Bangor 
week late on film for re-telecast.
T he impact of TV on the comn 
nity is much the same as that ex] 
rienced in other new television are 
It fascinates, enslaves, and attrac 
The fascination is a combination 
the newness and the miracle of gi'i 
bing pictures out of the air and t 
thrill of seeing movies in the intinia 
of the home. It enslaves—especia 
the new set owner—to the p01
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Dea*Ure programs and commercials 
f° be previewed and assembled 
Injection  room. Judy Ander- 
%,janffor High School Junior, is 
\ n9, f°r this work. George Mul- 
ejj ’ f^fht, photographic supervisor, 
Her8 a revolving identification
I
bove; left to right, Jodie Adler, 
secretary; Anne McCarthy, 
etary to station manager; Dick 
r!s°n. program director and Bob 
, "island, local sales representa- 
' loorjc out the details incidental to 
{"sting. Right, WABVs husband 
j team, Hal and Rosemary
8'J check the rapidly growing slide
where home chores go wanting, 
attraction is so all powerful that 
owners find that their friends 
legion.
Bangor has taken TV under 
wing like a mother hen. The c 
munity is proud of WABI-TV an 
a bit cocky over having Maine’s 
station. Reports of reception ra 
from excellent to “ out of this woi 
One Bangorite claims that it is 
greatest thing since the Model T
Bangor viewers are not lacking 
good humor along with their appi 
ation. One girl tells of a telept 
conversation with a school chum 1 
went something like this: Her TV 
chum was saying, “ I heard the fif 
on the radio last night,” and the ot 
girl interrupted with, “ Don’t you d 
tell me how they came out; I am 
ing to watcn them on TV next we<
One wag even suggested that, 
the News and Commercial would c 
cooperate and print the papers a w 
late, no one would ever know the 1 
ference,” but until a plan was 
vised to hold radio waves in susp 
sion for seven days the plan seer 
jmpractical. Besides that, he clain1 
“ Someone would find out sooner 
later and spoil the whole thing.”
Pre-WABI-TV set owners note " 
a touch of wistfulness that pro?? 
has swept away some of the morn'1 
after satisfaction of telling the  ^
at the office about sitting up half 
night to get channel so and so f1 
some distant station. That phase
Copeland Mountain, 800' eleV(l j 
.five miles out of Bangor was se-ft{ 
as the best site for the transit1 
station with its 125 foot antenna■
Paul D. Palmer, WABI-TV engineer adjusts the camera while pro­
jecting test pattern. Elmer C. S7iow, technical supervisor checks the 
image on the studio monitor.
Passing just as sure as the not too 
long ago days of getting puffed up 
over hearing Philadelphia at 3 a.m. on 
the crystal set.
Carpenter’s station endeared itself 
to basketball conscious central Maine 
this Spring by bringing the finals of 
the eastern Maine tournament into 
the homes via live telecast. Although 
Bangor has only one TV camera at 
present and no portable equipment, 
arrangements were made with RCA 
out of Boston to send down two cam­
eras and mobile sending equipment 
to cover the games.
Business along the coast and in 
central Maine was at a standstill dur­
ing the two week ends of the games, 
and Bangor’s new station was the re­
cipient of sincere high praise from all 
over the State for this outstanding 
service to Maine sport fans.
Production p r o b l e m s  are being 
solved and WABI-TV’s crew are 
shaping into veterans through the 
niedium of hard work, long hours, and 
trial and error.
Future plans call for a connecting- 
link between the Copeland Mountain
transmitter and the Bangor studio 
thus eliminating the necessity of the 
long trek up the Mountain to project 
live programs. It is expected that 
within a short time relay stations will 
be built by the Telephone Company 
and Bangor will be connected direct 
with the national networks. Despite 
the difficulties and problems faced by 
WABI-TV—the same problems that 
are facing hundreds of new stations 
over the nation—it is the general con­
sensus among the rapidly growing 
field of viewers in central and coastal 
Maine that WABI-TV is good and 
getting better every week.
The present telecast schedule con­
sists of two hours a day of sending 
a test pattern and four hours of pro­
grams. This will be added to as new 
programs are set-up. The test pat­
tern is in the afternoon to assist 
dealers in TV sets to make and adjust 
installations.
True, the fights are a week late and 
Godfrey might get lost occasionally 
between New York and Bangor, but 
Maine’s first TV station is on the 
air and Bangor likes it.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: It is with consid­
erable pride ihat we announce the ap­
pointment of PINE CONE Outdoor 
Editor, John C. Page, Jr., to the ad­
visory council of the Maine Fish and 
Game Commission. The appointment, 
by Governor Burton M. Cross, was 
made April 1. The advisory council 
consists of a seven man panel, one 
from each councilor district, who are 
charged with the responsibility of act­
ing in an advisory capacity relative to 
fish and game matters. The position 
carries no salary, the only compensa­
tion received by the public spirited 
men who devote their time and efforts 
to this job is in the satisfaction of a 
personal contribution towards better 
hunting and fishing for the Pine Tree 
State. Congratulations, John—We feel 
that Governor Cross has made a wise 
choice.
T he first soft plaintive warble of the bluebird early in March has 
been a signal in New England since 
before the days of our pilgrim fath­
ers that the annual spring procession 
has begun to move. Great Canada 
geese too, beating their way north­
ward abreast of the advancing season, 
share honors in Maine with the tiny 
bluebird as heralds of spring.
That first sweet song in the or­
chard . . . that first thrilling sound 
of geese honking slowly in wedge- 
shaped formation across a windswept 
sky, never fails to give me a fever to 
be out of doors.
Sweet sap is running in the maple 
sugar camps. The farmer looks over
his land with an appraising eye. Eve 
nings are spent poring over the see< 
catalogs. Soon the rusty plowshari 
will gleam again as long furrows ap 
pear on the hillside. Soft dark chunks 
of moist earth will fall back in evei 
lines as it travels along. Fat pin! 
angle worms and long dark nigh 
crawlers will wriggle out into th< 
warm spring sunlight . . . Boys fron 
under nine to over ninety will lool 
at each other knowingly.
Our Canada geese always have ap­
peared in southern and central Maine 
during late March, whether the win­
ter is mild or severe. This spring may 
have set a record. Steve Powell, biolo­
gist at the Swan Island Game Refuge, 
reported seeing six honkers in the 
Kennebec River on February 25th. 
Earliest previous recorded arrival of 
geese at Swan Island was March 5th 
in 1949. Arrival dates for the past 
three years were March 8, 6 and 10th 
respectively. This year’s date looks 
like another first to add to Maine’s 
most open winter in modern times.
T his spring brook fishermen may 
choose from a much wider variety 
of streams right from the start of the 
open season. More waters are ice free 
at this time than for many years. 
With very little snow run-off in about 
50% of the state, water levels are be­
low normal in practically all of the 
earlier fishing spots. Providing no 
heavy rainfall occurs, brooks and
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streams will clear fast and should be 
in ideal condition any time now.
Early brook fishermen will profit 
by remembering that Maine “ brook- 
ies” seek out deep holes at the first of 
the season, especially when the water 
is high and muddy. They lie under 
overhanging banks, undermined 
stumps, logs and large boulders. As 
a rule brook trout do not move around 
much under these conditions and a 
little careful work in spotting their 
hideouts usually pays off.
Many guides believe that the water 
is clearer in these quiet deep areas, 
making it easier for the fish to see 
your bait or lure. Since these trout 
are lying in wait for nymphs, worms 
and various aquatic foods to be 
washed down by the heavy currents 
at this season, live bait is of course 
one of the surest bets for early fish­
ing. Wet flies and spinners also work 
well now . . . with the larger dark 
colored patterns in flies preferred.
All baits and lures should be fished 
deep and slow. Mid-day is the best 
time early in any season but as the 
water warms up and the trout start 
to move around in search of food, 
morning and afternoon are better 
when fishing Maine “brookies.”
Already several timber cruisers 
and game wardens have reported see­
ing woodcock in swamp and stream- 
side areas. There seems little doubt 
that a few of these interesting little 
Same birds have remained in the 
warmer sections of Maine through­
out this past winter. Normally they 
move southward to stay in milder re­
gions. Observant brook fishermen are 
likely to spot the returning birds who 
nest very early and will shortly be 
pairing up for the mating season.
Perhaps a few early fishermen may 
have the rare opportunity of watch­
ing and hearing a male woodcock in 
the breath-taking gyrations of his 
spring love dance. In all my years of 
Prowling afield I have only been priv­
ileged to witness such a scene once. 
While cautiously following an alder- 
bordered stream in southern Oxford 
county several springs ago, I heard a 
Peculiar whistling sound and glanced 
UP ahead. Circling just above the 
brush and rising gradually was a
male woodcock. Whistling first loud 
and then softly, the speed of his as­
cent and his musical whistling song 
kept perfect time. Although I could 
not see her, his mate was obviously 
on the ground directly below the show. 
The serenade became a crescendo and 
then gradually faded as he became 
but a whirling speck against the late 
afternoon sky. Just as I thought I’d 
lost sight of him he started down­
ward with a rapid side slipping mo­
tion to left and right. No whistling 
now but a soft gentle twittering as 
he spread his wings and circling low 
once or twice . . . the melodious little 
love song continued until he touched 
the ground. Then all was silent.
Not ten days afterward a serious 
brush fire raged through that glen. 
I chose to think that Mr. and Mrs. 
“ Timberdoodle” settled and raised 
their family near the stream on the 
other side of the hill.
A Presque Isle fisherman who pre­
fers to remain nameless is telling 
friends this one on himself: Some 
weeks ago he went ice fishing on 
Squapan Lake in Aroostook County. 
After getting his traps and gear nice­
ly set up . . .  it suddenly dawned on 
him that he did not have a fishing 
license for 1953. Anxiously he kept 
a sharp lookout for the Game War­
den. No one appeared. As soon as he 
got back into town he bolted to the 
city clerk’s office and bought a license. 
That evening at home he mentioned 
the situation to his wife. She prompt­
ly told him that he had already pur­
chased a fishing license more than 
two weeks earlier. He had . . .  so now, 
he probably has the distinction at 
least, of being the only man in Maine
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to own two 1953 Maine fishing licenses 
. . . and in case the thought occurs to 
you, this does NOT allow him to catch 
double the limit of fish!
* * *
DIANA the famous doe deer of 
Tomhegan Point is dead. This is the 
last chapter in the true story of a 
most amazing deer. It all began on a 
warm June morning over 18 yeai's ago. 
Bert Tupper, a Maine Game Warden 
found an orphan fawn and brought 
her to Tomhegan Camps near Rock- 
wood on Moosehead Lake. The camps 
then operated by Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Spinney are located on a game pre­
serve.
The little wild doe, named Diana, 
was fed by bottle for a few weeks and 
then given her complete freedom. In­
stead of returning, as one might ex­
pect, to the recesses of the forest . . . 
Diana adopted Tomhegan Camps and 
the Spinneys. The full story of her 
remarkable career appeared under 
this column in the Autumn 1952 issue 
of the PINE CONE.
In spite of some repetition, a par­
tial summary of her accomplishments 
seems in order now: during her 18 
years on Tomhegan Point, the stork
Tomhegan's Diana.
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called upon Diana many times and 
must have had help. Contrary to the 
usual habits of Mother Nature’s wild 
creatures . . . Diana always proudly 
displayed her new arrivals to the 
Tomhegan people as soon as the 
fawns were able to follow her into 
the camp clearing.
Her almost unbelievable record was: 
11 does and 19 bucks plus at least 5 
fawns of unknown sex that failed to 
survive. THIS INCLUDED 5 SETS 
OF triplets! The total adds up to 
AT LEAST 35 fawns plus an un­
known number of grandchildren in a 
16 year breeding period. As far as is 
known, Diana was the first whitetail 
doe on which there is an authentic 
record, to have had as many as 5 sets 
of triplets. Diana probably held a 
world’s record in that respect.
Marjorie Spinney McBurnie and her 
husband Keith now run Tomhegan 
Camps. Some weeks ago, during the 
winter months, I received a letter 
from Keith which should have been 
edged in the traditional black. I quote 
directly from a part of his letter to 
me:
“On November 13th I was working 
at our saw mill when I heard Diana’s 
bell and shortly afterwards she came 
down to the mill and right behind her 
an eight point buck. As soon as the 
buck saw me, he blew and ran up 
over the bank. Diana stayed around 
about 15 minutes. I noticed that she 
Was licking her side. She would not 
let me look at her wound although she 
Would lick my hand. After her brief 
stay she went out on one of the trails 
beyond the mill. After two days went 
by without Diana showing up . . .  we 
started looking for her. I found her 
dead just beyond the mill. In examin­
ing her, I found a gash in her abdo­
men which was about an inch long. 
%  theory is that Disna was hooked 
by. this buck. I believe that she laid 
down to rest. Her feet were bad be­
cause of age. The buck tried to get 
ber up by hooking her.”
Diana died according to nature’s 
code. Hundreds of people knew her 
lntimately. Thousands of people had 
Seen her or read about her. Countless 
children and adults will cherish the
memory gained for the first and per­
haps only time, an intimate acquaint­
ance with one of the most beautiful 
and intelligent of all wild creatures. 
The entire program and planning of 
Tomhegan Camps, its proprietors and 
guests was changed by her presence. 
Because the safety and well being of 
Diana and her family were of first 
importance, the Spinneys and the Mc- 
Burnies have never allowed an auto­
mobile road to be built from the main 
road to Tomhegan Point. One still 
reaches this beautiful spot by boat 
from Rockwood.
Diana lies in honor on her beloved 
Tomhegan Point. A solid bronze
plaque marks the head of her grave. 
It tells the history of a truly wonder­
ful animal. I believe that never be­
fore has a single white tail deer in­
fluenced the lives of so many human 
beings.
* * *
CONSERVING MAINE WILD
FLOWERS, a new list prepared by 
the New England Wild Flower Pres­
ervation Society, Inc. is now available 
for distribution. It gives interesting 
and valuable advice and instructions 
for use when gathering wild flowers in 
the Pine Tree State. This guide really 
should be on the “ must” list of any 
group or individual studying or col­
lecting wild flowers in the Maine field. 
Copies of the bulletin (# 7 ) may be 
obtained by writing to New England 
Wild Flower Preservation Society, 
Inc., Horticultural Hall, 300 Massa­
chusetts Ave., Boston, Mass.
*  *  *
Gene Letourneau, outdoor columnist 
for the Guy P. Gannett newspapers 
of Maine has been elected President 
of the New England Outdoor Writers’ 
Association. Letourneau, one of the 
ablest, best informed and most known 
writers in New England is certainly 
deserving of the post. As a friend, 
fellow duck hunter and brother mem­
ber, I’m sure that he will provide ex­
cellent public relations, sound advice 
and top level leadership for the New 
England Group. Congratulations, 
Gene!
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Books By Maine Authors
and
Books About Maine, 1952-53
Compiled by E u g e n ia  M. S o u t h a r d , Reference Li­
brarian, Portland Public Library, and C h a r l e s  E . C a m p ­
b e l l , Campbell’s Book Store, Portland.
Amory, Cleveland
LAST RESORTS; Harper, 1951;
$5.00.
The accomplished satirist, author 
of “ The Proper Bostonians,” writes 
of hey-day of many fashionable re­
sorts including Bar Harbor.
Barnard, Ellsworth 
EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSON; 
A CRITICAL STUDY; MacMillan, 
1952; $4.75.
Valuable for the student or the 
reader who has a special interest in 
this famous Maine poet. The back 
has good reference features, especial­
ly the Index to Robinson’s Works and 
Characters.
Beston, Henry
FAIRY TALES; illustrated by
Fritz Kredel; Aladdin, 1952; $5.00.
A new edition of this charming col­
lection of fairy tales. Most of them 
are from the “ Firelight Fairy Book” 
and the “ Starlight Wonder Book.”
Blakemore, Jean
GEMS AND MINERALS; The 
Smiling Cow, 1952; $2.00.
First in a projected series on 
“ Treasure Hunting in Maine” pub­
lished by the Smiling Cow Gift Shop, 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine.
Bogan, Louis
ACHIEVEMENT IN AMERICAN
POETRY, 1900-1950; 1951; $2.50.
A careful and well written critical 
study of the principal American poets 
beginning with 1900. Special empha­
sis on vers libre and the imagists. 
The author was born in Livermore 
Falls, Maine.
Burgess, Dorothy
DREAM AND DEED; the story of 
Katharine Lee Bates; University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1952; $4.00.
Most Americans are familiar with 
Miss Bates’ great poem “ America the 
Beautiful.” This book will acquaint 
them with some of her other poetry 
and her valuable work as Head of the 
English Literature Department at 
Wellesley College. The author is a 
niece of Miss Bates and a native of 
Portland, Maine.
Chase, Mary Ellen
READINGS FROM THE BIBLE; 
selected and edited by Mary Ellen 
Chase; MacMillan, 1952; $3.75.
A collection of readings from the 
Old and New Testaments, King James 
version. The book is based on Miss 
Chase’s course in Literature of the 
Bible which she has taught for many 
years at Smith College.
Chase, Mary Ellen
RECIPE FOR A MAGIC CHILD­
HOOD; MacMillan, 1951; $.75.
Story of a delightful childhood of 
reading books in Maine.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth
THE LAST FORT; a story of the 
French voyageurs; Ulus, by Edward 
Shenton; c l952; Winston; $2.75.
Tells of the journey of the Picard? 
by canoe along the St. Lawrence and 
the Ottawa rivers to find land in the 
Illinois country still ruled by France 
after the Bi*itish had crushed French 
resistance in Quebec. One of the Land 
of the Free series.
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Collier, Sargent F.
MOUNT DESERT, THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL ISLAND IN THE 
WORLD; photographs by Sargent 
F. Collier, text by the photographer 
and Tom Horgan, introduction by 
Ben Ames Williams; Houghton- 
Mifllin, 1952; $5.00; paper, $2.00. 
Beautiful photographs of sea and 
land, old and new, the familiar and 
not so familiar on Mount Desert Is­
land. The text contains history as 
well as description of present day life 
there with a large picture map.
Davis, Mary Gould 
GIRL’S BOOK OF VERSE; Lippin- 
cott, cl952; $2.75.
A recent revision of this popular 
anthology compiled by a New York 
Public Library supervisor of story 
telling. She was born in Bangor, 
Maine.
Dickson, Marguerite
ONLY CHILI); illustrated by Genia;
Longman’s, 1952; $2.50.
Describes the adjustment necessary 
in an only girl’s personality when her 
cousins come to share her home and 
her interest in an old house in Maine 
where they all go for the summer. An 
outstanding book for teen-agers.
Dietz, Lew
JEFF WHITE: YOUNG LUMBER­
JACK; Little, Brown, cl952; $2.75.
An exciting story for teen-age boys. 
Tells how Jeff White, well-known 
Maine woods hero, learns lumbering 
and helps solve the mystery killings 
in the Big Ten tract of woodlands. 
Fourth volume in the series which in­
cludes “Jeff White: young woodsman;” 
‘‘Jeff White: young trapper,” and 
“Jeff White: young guide.”
Diffin, Leslye T.
APRIL’S SONGS ABOUT MAINE; 
Falmouth Publishing House, 1951; 
$2.50.
. Poems about a little girl’s expe- 
r*ences in Maine. Home and beach and 
"oods with its spruces and firs are 
described. The photographs are es­
pecially appealing.
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Everhart, Dr. W. Harry 
Rounsefell, Dr. George A.
FISHERY SCIENCE, 1952.
Textbook and reference work deal­
ing with fisheries control and propa­
gation. Suitable for schoolroom and 
sportsman.
Geagan, Bill
NATURE I LOVED; illustrations 
by the author; Coward-McCann, 
1952; $3.00.
This journalist of the Bangor Daily 
News tells how he lived by himself in 
a cabin at Hermon Pond and became 
a great lover of wild life in the north­
ern Maine woods.
Gould, John
NEITHER HAY NOR GRASS;
Morrow, 1951; $2.75.
A book on whistles, sweetpeas, ci­
der, education and a potpourri of sub­
jects dealt with in the Maine humor­
ist’s inimitable style.
Hatch, Benton L.
PRELIMINARY CHECK LIST OF 
WATERVILLE, MAINE, IM­
PRINTS THROUGH 1850; pub­
lished by the Colby College Library, 
Waterville, Maine.
A bibliography of Waterville im­
prints from 1822-1850. It was com­
piled as a basis for the exhibition held 
by the Colby College Library for the 
Sesquicentennial Celebration of Wa­
terville and has permanent reference 
value in its field.
Hatch, Preble D. K.
HOMER THE HANDYMAN; Cro­
well, 1952; $3.00.
The dry Maine humor of the book’s 
hero and the remarkably imaginative 
fix-it jobs that he undertakes make 
this a most entertaining book.
Hebert, Richard A.
MODERN MAINE; its historic 
background, people and resources; 
4 vols.; Lewis Historical Publishing 
Company, Inc., New York, 1951; 
$48.50.
The first two volumes comprise his­
tory and resources, the second two 
cover biography, including prominent 
Maine men of today.
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Hubbard, Charles D.
CAMPING IN THE NEW ENG­
LAND MOUNTAINS; Falmouth 
Publishing House, Manchester, 
Maine, 1952; $2.95.
Drawings by the author and hand 
lettered text.
Jones, Rufus M.
RUFUS JONES SPEAKS TO OUR
TIME; an anthology; ed. by Harry
Emerson Fosdick; MacMillan, 1951;
$4.00.
Some selections from the many 
books, articles and editorials pro­
duced by this great Quaker philoso­
pher and teacher who was born in 
South China, Maine.
Jones, Ruth Fosdick
BOY OF THE PYRAMIDS; Ran­
dom House, 1952; $2.50.
A mystery story for older children 
with its setting in ancient Egypt. The 
author lives in Portland, Maine.
Jordan, Theda Davis
HILLS OF HOME; illustrated by 
author; 1952.
A delightful book of poetry deal­
ing with the community of McKinley 
on Mt. Desert Island.
Lepper, Ruth Rhoads
BOOTHBAY SKETCH BOOK, 1952.
Fifty pages of pen and ink sketches 
of the Boothbay Region.
Loud, Ethel Godfrey 
PASSING BY; Falmouth Publishing 
House, Manchester, Maine,
1952; $2.50.
More short stories by the author of 
“Turn the clock backward.” She was 
born in Bangor, Maine and the locale 
of her stories is eastern Maine.
McCloskey, Robert 
ONE MORNING IN MAINE (pic­
tures by the author); Yiking, 1952; 
$2.50.
The New York Times says of this 
“ Mr. McCloskey has written a homely, 
funny little story around this impor­
tant event in the life of his small 
daughter. His big pictures, printed 
in dark blue, amplify the story.”
McCord, David
THE CAMP AT LOCKJAW; draw­
ings by Gluyas Williams; Double­
day, 1952; $1.75.
Fishing, hiking and birdwalking in 
Maine from a different point of view. 
It is to be hoped that prospective tour­
ists will not take it too seriously.
Maine Writers’ Research Club
MAINE INDIANS IN HISTORY 
AND LEGENDS; Severn-Wylie- 
Jewett Company, Portland, Maine, 
c l952; $2.50.
We quote from the foreword bv 
Chief Henry Red Eagle, Algonquin 
tribe “ This book is a much needed 
work in Maine’s history to record, in 
part, the progress of its aboriginal 
inhabitants from the landing of the 
pilgrims to the present.
It is to be hoped that the document 
will . . . make for a much better un­
derstanding between the white man 
and the red.”
Mason, Miriam E.
YOURS WITH LOVE, KATE; il­
lustrations by Barbara Cooney: 
Houghton-Mifflin, 1952; $3.00.
This delightful biography describes 
Kate Douglas Wiggin’s childhood in 
Hollis, Maine, her work in directing 
kindergartens in California, and the 
high points of her career as author- 
For ages 12 and up.
Millay, Edna St. Vincent
LETTERS OF EDNA ST. VIN­
CENT MILLAY; ed. by Allan Ross 
McDougall; Harper, 1952; $5.00
These letters inform us in the great 
poet’s own words of her childhood, 
youth, college years, life in New York 
City, travels, and life on Ragged Is­
land, Maine.
Moore, Ruth
JEB ELLIS OF CANDLEMAS 
BAY; Morrow, 1952; $2.50.
Based on her novel; Candlemas Bay 
The central interest in this story is 
a boy in his teens who, by fishing and 
lobstering on his own, helps his large 
family after the death of his father. 
There are many other salty Maine 
characters with their own interesting 
problems.
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Paradise, Viola
TOMORROW THE HARVEST;
Morrow, 1952; $3.50.
This story takes place in Cape Eliza­
beth, Maine around 1785. The heroine 
Dorcas Willett meets her many prob­
lems of romance and family cares with 
New England courage.
Reynolds, Clifford S.
OF LOVE AND THE KENNEBEC; 
Falmouth Publishing House.
A novel re-creating life as it was in 
the upper valley of the Kennebec riv­
er.
Rich, Louise Dickinson 
TRAIL TO THE NORTH, A BILL 
GORDON STORY; Lippincott, 1952; 
$2.50.
The famous author of “ We took to 
the woods” tells in this novel how 
Bill Gordon, a young guide, helps a 
city man to find his lost brother who 
is a Maine lumberman.
Sawyer, Ruth
MAGGIE ROSE; HER BIRTHDAY 
CHRISTMAS; pictures by Maurice 
Sendak; Harper, 1952; $2.00.
Story of an eight year old Maine 
girl whose birthday was the day be­
fore Christmas.
Sheean, Vincent
INDIGO BUNTING; A MEMOIR 
OF EDNA ST. VINCENT MIL- 
LAY; Harper, 1951; $2.50.
There are many descriptions of the 
Maine poet—at her home, Steepletop 
near Austerlitz in New York, and at 
Ragged Island in Maine, but the prin­
cipal emphasis is on her relation to 
birds, her attraction to them in life, 
and her allusions to them in her 
poems.
Smith, Marion Jacques 
THE LITTLE BLACK BEAR AND 
THE PATH THAT GREW UP; pub­
lished by the author; $.75.
The history of Bath is told in a way 
that will fascinate third and fourth 
grade children. Early settlers and 
forest animals are the narrators. Mrs. 
Smith, author of a history of Maine, 
"'as formerly a school teacher in
Bath.
Smith, Lincoln
THE POWER POLICY OF MAINE;
University of California Press,
1951; $5.00.
In the words of the author “ the ob­
jective has been to provide a study in 
political and legal history relative to 
the principal subject,” which is hydro­
electric power of Maine. Much valu­
able reference information on the 
Fernald law, and Passamaquoddy Ti­
dal Power Project are contained in 
the book.
Stafford, Jean
THE CATHERINE WHEEL; Har- 
court, cl952; $3.00.
A story of tragic love between 
adults and the subtle grief of a small 
boy which is skillfully inter-related 
with it. The scene is Congreve House, 
a summer home in Maine.
Tompkins, Jane F.
BLACK BEAR TWINS; illus. by 
Kurt Wiese; Lippincott, 1952; $2.25.
Story of two black bear cubs in the 
Maine woods. Library Journal recom­
mends it for ages 3-6.
Weber, Carl J.
HARDY AND THE LADY FROM 
MADISON SQUARE; Colby College 
Press, 1952; $5.00.
Dr. Weber, Roberts professor of 
English literature at Colby College, 
and world-famous Hardy scholar, has 
written a book about a hitherto un­
known admirer of Hardy’s from 
America, Rebekah Owen, who, Dr. 
Weber says, “ might have been Hardy’s 
female Boswell” if she had ever car­
ried out her plan to write a life of 
him.
White, E. B.
CHARLOTTE’S WEB; pictures by
Garth Williams; Harper, 1952;
$2.50.
The poor little lonely pig had only 
one friend, the spider who made him 
nationally famous by spinning words 
into a web above him. By the author 
of Stuart Little. E. B. White has a 
summer place in North Brooklin, 
Maine.
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Wilgus, Asa
JUST ONE CAT; Wyn, 1952; $2.50.
Travels and adventures of a Maine 
cat from the cat’s point of view.
Wilson, Dorothy Clarke
THE HOUSE OF EARTH, 1952; 
Westminster Press; $3.50.
A modern novel about India by the 
author of “ The Prince of Egypt.” Mrs. 
Wilson is the wife of the Rev. Elwin 
L. Wilson, formerly of Portland. She 
was sent to India by the Methodist 
Board of Missions for background ma­
terial for this entertaining and con­
vincing novel.
Wilson, Sidney L.
FISH SCALES ANI) STONE 
CHIPS, 1952; $5.00.
History of Vinalhaven.
Woolley, Catherine
HOLIDAY ON WHEELS; William 
Morrow and Company, 1953.
A book for boys of school age. Tells 
of the experiences of a boy’s bicycle 
trip through Maine.
Wyman, Bernice Bassett 
A STRAND OF PEARLS FROM 
OLD JAPAN; Christopher Publish­
ing House, 1952; $2.25.
Miss Wyman, a Waterville woman, 
writes about her life as a missionary 
in Japan after the First World War.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth
GIANT GOLDEN BOOK OF CAT 
STORIES; illus. by Feodor Rojan- 
kovsky; Simon & Schuster; $1.95; 
1953.
Another fine giant golden book for 
children through grades 1-5. Eliza­
beth Coatsworth is a good choice for 
a compiler of cat stories since she 
has written so much about cats.
Pre-Publication Notes
Coatsworth, Elizabeth 
AUNT FLORA; illustrated by Man­
ning Lee; MacMillan; $2.00; to he 
published March 10, 1953.
About the Scottish families who 
lived in North Carolina in 1777. Many
of them had taken an oath to serve 
the king, but many favored the rebel 
colonists. Fourth of the “ Once-Upon- 
a-Time-in-America” series for chil­
dren 6-8.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth
SILKY; an incredible tale of the 
Maine woods; illustrated by John 
Carroll; Pantheon; $2.50; to be pub­
lished May, 1953.
As filled with strange enchantment 
as “The Enchanted” which delighted 
so many readers.
Cote, Gertrude M.
AS I LIVE AND DREAM; Fal- 
mouth Publishing Company; $3.00 
to be published, Fall, 1953.
A story of a woman who moves 
from Quebec to Maine and raises a 
family down-east.
Farrington, Inez
SO GOES THE NATION; Fal 
mouth Publishing Company; $3.00 
to be published April 4, 1953.
A story about the “ Farringtons anc 
their five children through twelvf 
months of the year in their nativs 
Maine. Tells you what country folks 
think of summer folks.”
Mayo, Eleanor
SWAN’S HARBOR; Crowell; $3.00 
to be published March 23, 1953.
Story of the Swan twins who livei 
in a fishing village in Maine.
Rich, Louise Dickinson
ONLY PARENT; Lippincott; $3.00 
To be published, April 22, 1953. 
About the adventures of the Riel 
family, whom so many readers mei 
when they lived in the Maine woods 
in Bridgewater, Massachusetts wher< 
they have been living since Mrs. Rich’: 
husband died.
Williams, Ben Ames
UNCONQUERED; H o u g h t o n  
Mifllin; to be published, June 1953
A novel about the reconstructioi 
period following the Civil Wax*. I 
has some of the same characters win 
were in “ House Divided” and the hen 
is a Maine man.
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Maine Central Institute
Dedicated to the proposition that private school educa­
tion should not be the exclusive privilege of one economic 
class, Maine Central Institute has devoted eighty-seven 
years to the service of Maine youngsters from all walks of 
life.
By W. Howard N iblock
Through the efforts of the Rev­erend Nathaniel F. Weymouth 
and a host of others who shared his 
faith in Maine boys and girls, MCI 
'yas founded in 1866 to do its part in 
filling Maine’s need for better second­
l y  schools. Today, in spite of the 
vast increase in public schools which 
has resulted in the disappearance of 
^any a fine old private academy, MCI 
still strives to provide the best pos­
able educational opportunity for 
^aine youth.
In its origins, MCI was both co­
educational and democratic, and the 
accent on wholesome democratic liv- 
lng has been faithfully retained. In 
n° way have those who have adminis­
tered the school been more faithful to 
tee spirit and intent of the founders 
tean in their careful nurturing of the 
democratic spirit on the campus and 
11 the school’s relations with the com­
munity in which it stands. Boys and 
jjirls from all parts of the state are in 
daily contact with students from 
tettsfield and surrounding towns, 
jteich MCI serves in the absence of 
'°cal high schools. The undeniable vir- 
tees of the give-and-take of constant 
R$ociation with all the children of 
te the people remove from an MCI 
Education the stigma of “ exclusive- 
''ess” and impart to it the practical 
Reparation for normal living in
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American society which is indispen­
sable to any boy or girl.
MCI attempts to serve those who 
cannot afford most boarding schools. 
Many Maine youngsters find typical 
boarding school charges utterly be­
yond their means. MCI seeks to offer 
the educational opportunity that 
would be theirs without question, 
were they but financially more for­
tunate. Here, it is a matter of pride 
that more than one-half of the board­
ing students are getting their educa­
tion for only slightly more than the 
cost of feeding a child at home. To 
make this a possibility, MCI has re­
placed adult labor with students 
wherever this may be done. Boys and 
girls alike gain the seriousness of 
purpose that comes with working to 
earn their education.
Scholarship aid, the generous gift 
of loyal alumni, is also made avail­
able to many. Often these grants, in 
conjunction with work opportunities 
on the campus, are the means of en­
suring the preparation for college of 
a boy or girl of ability, who otherwise 
would be forced to seek immediate 
employment after leaving public 
school.
Because it does seek to serve the 
children of all the people, MCI has a 
broader curriculum than many board-
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The new Industrial Arts Shop at MCI offers a real opportunity 
to develop talents and skills.
ing schools. For those who would 
prepare themselves for college, it of­
fers a sound background in the tra­
ditional subjects. Others, who plan 
to further their education in advanced 
technical schools, find the school’s in­
dustrial arts program the answer to 
their needs. A strong department in 
home economics offers opportunity to 
girls. Excellent instruction and facili­
ties in business education afford sound 
preparation for still others. More 
than half the senior class each year 
goes on to further schooling. MCI is 
proud of its young alumni who have 
entered such schools as Dartmouth, 
Smith, MIT, Bates, Bowdoin, Univer­
sity of Maine, Colby, Bryant, Becker, 
and Wentworth Institute.
Not only does MCI offer a broad 
curriculum, but it attempts to keep 
this curriculum up-to-date in every
way. Recently, the industrial arts d< 
partment added a course in engined 
ing drawing, sufficiently advanced t 
provide excellent preparation fc 
those who plan to pursue engineerin 
courses or who would study drafts 
manship at technical institutes. I 
the social studies, a course in Mai 
riage and Family Living has been if 
troduced. This course has as its goa 
the preparation of boys and girls fc 
their role in the family, still the basi 
element in American society. Ef 
riched by field trips to state institv 
tions and industrial plants and it 
eluding a sound background in el< 
mentary psychology, Marriage an 
Family Living has earned its place * 
MCI.
Other important curriculum change 
include the addition of a course ' 
general mathematics geared to th
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needs of those for whom the tradi­
tional algebra would be too difficult 
or impractical. A special course in 
English IV, geared especially to the 
needs of the boy and girl who plan to 
attend college, offers extensive drill 
in the fundamentals of English gram­
mar, careful instruction in formal 
and informal writing, and practice in 
comprehensive reading, as well as the 
more customary work in literature. 
Through the addition of such courses 
as these, MCI seeks to meet the chal­
lenge of the diverse needs of a mod­
ern student body.
The extra-curricula program is 
designed to appeal to varied tastes. 
In athletics, a policy of “ athletics for 
all” is followed. Varsities are made 
up at several levels of competition in 
football, basketball, and baseball, as 
Well as varsity squads in cross coun­
try, indoor track, and outdoor track. 
For the girls, interscholastic competi­
tion in field hockey, basketball, and 
softball are major sports. Tennis 
and archery, intra-mural basketball, 
skating and hockey, and wonderful 
°Pportunities for those who enjoy 
hiking, hunting, and fishing are valu- 
i able additions to the program of or­
ganized sports.
In the American press, sports claim 
the headlines, but MCI’s extra­
curricula program offers far more 
than athletics. MCI debate squads 
enter the Maine secondary school de­
bate tourney sponsored by Bates Col­
lege each year. Others interested in 
public speaking enjoy participation in 
the annual speaking contests on the 
campus, with individual speakers of 
merit taking part in major speaking 
contests at Maine and Colby. In dra­
matics, there is an ample opportunity 
for participation by all, with empha­
sis on one act plays. The Masquers, 
MCI’s drama club, enter plays in com­
petition with other secondary schools 
each year.
School publications afford a variety 
of experience for those interested in 
writing. The Trumpet, a senior an­
nual, is a popular activity with many, 
while the student newspaper, the 
Talisman, boasts a staff of twenty or 
more. This year a new literary ven­
ture, as yet unnamed, provides a lit­
erary magazine for student writers of 
prose and poetry.
A science club, a club for industrial 
arts students, a large and active 
Y-Teens group, an FHA chapter—all
John Kinnane, senior English master, gives speech instruction to 
Senior Helen Leckemby, Bangor, with the aid of one of the school’s 
tape recorders left, and right, as a supplement to the bi-weekly group 
meetings, Dean Maurice L. Earle talks over individual problems with 
Senior Philip Coffin, Pittsfield relative to proposed college plans for 
Fall.
Alumni Hall, below, is the Harvard-Plan Dormitory for boys.
these are important in the extra­
curricula program. For those inter­
ested in music, MCI offers a well- 
rounded program under the leadership 
of the school’s director of music. 
With a marching band, a small dance 
band, an orchestra, and a chorus of 
mixed voices, there is something for 
everyone who enjoys music. Many of 
the musical groups participate in the 
Kennebec Valley Band, Chorus, and 
I Orchestra.
The many attractive buildings and 
facilities are located on a twenty acre 
I campus with the Institute Building oc­
cupying the focal position. In addition 
I to classrooms and laboratories, this 
building contains Powers Hall, the 
gift of Former Governor Llewellyn 
Powers of Pittsfield, and administra­
tive offices. Weymouth Hall, named 
for the Reverend Nathaniel Wey­
mouth, is a dormitory for girls and 
also houses the school dining room.
' The George M. Parks Memorial Gym- 
| nasium, the gift of the late George 
M. Parks ’85, prominent Providence, 
R. I., insurance bi'oker, offers fine fa­
cilities for basketball and similar 
games as well as a program of phys­
ical education. The gymnasium con­
tains offices for the director of athlet­
ics, training rooms, supply rooms, 
I and locker rooms for visiting teams 
as well as for MCI squads.
! Alumni Hall, the boys’ dormitory, 
f "'as built in 1928. A Harvard Plan 
dormitory, Alumni Hall contains 
e'ght suites of rooms, each with three 
study rooms, a large common room, 
and a bath. On the ground floor are 
l suites for the housemaster and his 
i assistant, a suite of rooms for alumni 
and guests, and the Bigelow Room, an 
i attractive lounge furnished by Kath- 
! afine Bigelow and the late William 
Bigelow, distinguished friends of the 
School. In the basement are game 
f°oms and storage space.
The new Industrial Arts Shop is 
fated as one of the best equipped in 
l :{je state. This building was erected 
p.r°ugh the generosity of Joseph R. 
'anchette, Pittsfield contractor and 
j’Ustee of the school. Built in 1951, 
de building and shop has been com- 
Metely equipped by the school.
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The Parks Memorial Gymnasium 
was a bequest of George M. Parks, 
Class of ’85, a, prominent Providence, 
R. 1. insurance broker.
At the rear of the campus are the 
George M. Parks Athletic Fields. 
These consist of two regulation play­
ing fields, one of which is encircled 
by a regulation quarter mile track.
In its eighty-seven years, MCI has 
graduated more than 5,000 students. 
Today the living alumni are a tribute 
to the vision of the founders who 
sought to build a school in Pittsfield 
that would offer superior educational 
facilities to boys and girls who other­
wise might be deprived of equal edu­
cational opportunity. From Mary 
Weymouth Dodge ’74, who lives in a 
nursing home in Yarmouth, Maine, a 
daughter of the founder, to any one 
of the Class of 1952, fighting in Korea 
or studying in college, MCI is proud 
of the useful citizens it has turned 
out. The alumni ranks include “ big 
names,” but, far more important, a 
heart-warming list of successful or­
dinary citizens, the kind of people who 
have made America a fine place in 
which to live.
MCI h a s  n o t  progressed for eighty- 
seven years without its share of trou­
bles. Around the turn of the century, 
school finances were so weak as to 
lead the board of trustees to engage 
the services of the Reverend Benja­
min Hull as financial agent. This
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Resplendent in new uniforms, MCl's marching band is prominent 
at major athletic contests. Norbert B. Noyes, director of Music is the 
leader.
doughty Yankee was successful, and 
from his success the school was able 
to grow and improve.
Now, in 1953, MCI is once again 
faced by serious financial difficulties. 
Rising costs all along the line have 
made it increasingly difficult to re­
tain the relatively low tuition charges 
which alone make it possible for the 
school to serve its natural clientele. 
MCI has deliberately refrained from 
seeking the obvious solution—the at­
tempt to attract out-of-state students, 
thereby securing the higher revenues 
possible from higher tuition and a 
more prosperous alumni group; to 
have done this would have been a 
perversion of the whole purpose of 
the school.
T he present board of trustees, 
headed since 1924 by Harry W. Rowe
’06, dean of the faculty at Bates Col 
lege, is currently engaged in an ef 
fort to secure additional sources o 
revenue from alumni and friends o 
the school who believe, with the foun 
ders, that Maine boys and girls ar 
deserving of equal educational oppor 
tunity, without regard to their finan 
cial status. With the school growing 
year by year—a hundred student 
more in the past decade— the presen 
physical plant is fast becoming made 
quate; upon the success of the cur 
rent drive for funds depends the fu 
ture of MCI, the largest of Maine' 
coeducational secondary boarding am 
day schools. Upon this drive, too, de 
pends the opportunity of many Maim 
boys and girls to obtain the type am 
quality of education they need at : 
cost they can meet.
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By R u t h  E. H a r v e y
Sp r in g  is the time for poets. We don’t profess to be a poet, but we do get little thrills of anticipation 
when we see the first robin or the first 
crocus—those unfailing harbingers of 
the new season of “ re-borning” to 
come. Winter touched with light 
fingers on the Pine Tree State this 
year—we didn’t once envy our neigh­
bors who journeyed southward! 
Nevertheless, it’s been nice hearing 
from friends far and wide . . . keeps 
our horizons open. . .
J u d g in g  f r o m  their news bulletins 
and press releases, our Maine Socie­
ties have been actively “ boosting” 
Maine in their respective communi­
ties all through the winter months.
Indirectly, we have learned through 
Mrs. Sherman Scammon of Hancock 
County about some of the folks from 
that area who are wintering in St. 
Petersburg. At a recent meeting of 
the MAINE SOCIETY OF ST. 
PETERSBURG, there were more than 
400 present; and the Maine picnic at 
Gulfport, which is held annually, drew 
a record attendance this year of 545. 
Another event of the season for the 
“St. Pete” Maine colony was that of 
the Pine Tree Luncheon Club at the 
Bahama Shores Hotel. As a tribute to 
the society, the hotel served vanilla 
ice cream molded in squares with 
green pine trees in the center.
THE MAINE SOCIETY OF WASH­
INGTON held its annual showing of 
Maine films on February 26 in the
Old House Office Bldg, at the Capital. 
A special invitation was extended by 
the Maine Congressional Delegation 
to all members of Congress and their 
staffs to attend this program which 
was arranged by Rep. Clifford Mc- 
Intire of Perham. By special arrange­
ment with the Maine Department of 
Agriculture, guests present received 
a gift of McIntosh apples shipped di­
rect from George Chick’s orchards at 
Monmouth.
The annual lobster dinner of the 
Washington group on March 24, at 
the Interior Department Cafeteria, 
sounded like a very successful affair. 
The menu consisted entirely of Maine 
dishes—from clam chowder to apple 
pie and cheese. The dinner menus 
were stuffed with colorful recipe book­
lets, and the Maine Development Com­
mission supplied bibs, etc. while the 
Maine Potato Tax Committee and the 
potato industry furnished a “ surprise” 
package at each place.
THE PINE TREE STATE CLUB 
OF RHODE ISLAND will hold a sup­
per meeting on May 21st with a 
special program presented by our own 
P i n e  C o n e  Editor, William A. Hatch. 
Mr. Hatch will conduct his audience 
on a pictorial tour of Maine—with 
side trips into the past—using as his 
medium a selected group of colored 
slides from the Publicity Bureau’s ex­
tensive library of scenic and historic 
color transparencies.
The Golden Anniversary Dinner of 
the MAINE SOCIETY OF NEW
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YORK was held February 5th at the 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel with 60 mem­
bers and guests attending. A “ down- 
east” atmosphere was provided by the 
installation of “ something new” for 
the Waldorf—a real lobster pound set 
up in the dining room. The lobsters 
in the pound were later given away 
as door prizes. Honor guests were Mr. 
and Mrs. Dwight E. Libby; Mr. Ralph 
Sturges, a charter member of the So­
ciety; Mr. Frank Burns; Mrs. Gregory 
Moore Chorlian; and President James 
Stacy Coles of Bowdoin College.
Dr. Coles was the feature speaker 
of the evening, his topic being 
“ Maine’s Hidden Wealth.” Dr. Coles 
summed up his address by saying: “ In 
Maine, and in New England, we must 
look primarily to our human resources, 
and only secondarily to our material 
resources . . .  We must learn to de­
velop and utilize our human resources 
and exploit them systematically 
through scientific, economic and all 
other forms of research and develop­
ment.”
In New York too, the MAINE 
WOMEN’S CLUB has had a busy sea­
son. On February 14th, at the Hotel 
New Yorker, the Honorable David A. 
Nimmo, Judge of Hudson County 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations 
Court, New Jersey, spoke on “ Human 
Relationships” before this group. At 
this meeting, Senator Margaret Chase 
Smith was welcomed into the Club as 
an honorary member.
Others who have been voted in as 
new members this season are Mrs. R. 
L. Witham (formerly Marion Tasker 
of Randolph); Mrs. Rudolph Fager 
(Elva Merrill of Bowdoinham); Mrs. 
Chester Greenwood (Angelyn Cleaves 
of Addison); Miss Louise Wheeler 
(Kennebunkport); Mrs. Julius Soule 
(Elsie Taylor, Freeport); Mrs. Fred­
erick Coombs (Ethel Parsons, Frank­
lin); and Mrs. Gertrude Foley Jordan 
of Portland.
On the 28th of February the same 
group held a card party at the Hotel 
New Yorker, with table prizes donated 
by Miss Emma E. Irish, and door 
prizes given by Miss Mary A. Gilman 
and several Maine manufacturing 
firms. The proceeds of this party went 
toward the Club’s scholarship fund to
help a Maine girl through a Maine 
college.
M a i n e  p e o p le  are always doing 
things! For instance, our very fa­
mous Commander Donald B. MacMil­
lan who was the recipient recently of 
two much coveted medals in recogni­
tion of his polar explorations. In 
Washington, D. C. he received the 
Hubbard Gold Medal, awarded to him 
by the National Geographic Society; 
and at the 49th Annual Meeting of 
the Explorers Club, attended by 700, 
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York, 
he was presented th( Explorers Club 
Medal for his “ significant explorations 
in Greenland and the Polar Sea.”
Another Maine man—Karl L. Ran­
kin, son of the Rev. Emmet W. Ran­
kin of Bridgton, has been appointed 
United States Ambassador to the Re­
public of China. Mr. Rankin, who has 
been in the foreign service since the 
early 30’s, has been stationed in For­
mosa as Minister, a post which fol­
lowed a year’s assignment as Consul 
General in Hong Kong. He was at 
several European capitals during the 
Hitler ascendancy and early years of 
the war. Then, en route to an assign­
ment in Cairo, both he and Mrs. Ran­
kin were interned at Manila for a pe­
riod of 20 months.
They finally returned to this coun­
try in December 1943 on the liner 
“ Gripsholm.” Promoted to the rank 
of Minister with a destination of 
Shanghai in 1949, he found the Com­
munists moving in ahead of him and 
went on to Hong Kong as Consul Gen­
eral. Mr. Rankin is a member of the 
South Bridgton Church and Bridgton 
Lions Club. Mrs. Rankin is the for­
mer Pauline Jordan of Auburn.
Mrs. Arthur Crafts was hostess at 
a luncheon in February at Sarasota. 
Florida, which honored the birthday 
of her daughter, Mrs. Philip Sheri­
dan, well known operator of Maine’? 
Squaw Mountain Inn at Greenville 
Jet.
The State of Maine and its prod­
ucts provided a theme for the party- 
Fish nets covered the tables which 
were decorated with Maine birch bark. 
The place cards were also of birch 
bark. On the tables were large cop­
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per coffee pots filled with pine, old 
fashioned frying pans loaded down 
with Aroostook potatoes and Baldwin 
apples, fishing reels and bowls of live 
fish. State of Maine lobster pins were 
given as favors, and on the back of 
each chair was a State of Maine lob­
ster bib. These were put to good use 
when the menu was brought on—in­
cluding clam broth and lobsters sent 
from the Pine Tree State.
After the luncheon, the guests en­
joyed a quiz on Maine’s industries, 
mountains, and lakes. Prizes were 
won by Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Wood- 
worth who formerly lived in Maine. 
Mrs. Sheridan and Mrs. Crafts have 
been winter residents of Sarasota for 
the past six years.
N ot to  be  outdone by their elders, 
Maine’s teen-agers are making head­
lines nationally for themselves and 
their home state. J. Eastman Wilder, 
18, of Norridgewock, has just been 
named one of eight winners of the 
1952 National 4-H Garden Contest. 
This contest is sponsored by the Allis- 
Chalmers Mfg. Co. who donated $300 
scholarships to the winners. Awards 
Were made at the 31st National 4-H 
Club Congress held in Chicago.
Two Maine girls have been selected 
as International Farm Youth Ex­
change delegates to Europe this sum­
mer—Marion J. Bugbee, 20, of Wash­
burn, will go to Scotland and Erna L. 
Bamford, 23, of Livermore Falls will 
visit Finland. They will live and work 
°n farms there for a period of three 
to four months; and in return, Maine 
farm families will be hosts to several 
young people from European farms. 
The IFYE program began on a small 
scale in 1947. It has grown until in 
9^52 there were 115 American dele­
gates visiting foreign countries and 
jOO exchanges from other nations liv­
ing and working on American farms.
The movement is dedicated to the 
belief that mutual understanding is 
the foundation of world peace. This 
is the first year that Maine has par­
ticipated in the program. Miss Bug- 
bee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 
L. Bugbee, is a student at the Uni­
versity of Maine, majoring in home 
economics education. A 4-H Club 
Member for six years, she is familiar
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with farming, having been brought up 
on her father’s 80-acre farm in Ai’oos- 
took.
Miss Bamford, daughter of Mrs. 
Howard Bamford and the late Mr. 
Bamford, is a graduate student at 
Cornell, where she expects to receive 
a master’s degree in foods and nutri­
tion in June. An outstanding 4-H 
Club member for eight years, she is 
a graduate of the University of Maine 
and learned farming at her father’s 
127-acre farm in Androscoggin Coun­
ty.
Another Maine girl, Janet Holmes, 
17, daughter of Prof, and Mrs. Cecil 
T. Holmes of Brunswick, has been 
chosen by the national Girl Scout or­
ganization as one of four senior scouts 
in the United States to represent their 
country at an international confer­
ence to be held July 25 to August 15 
in Switzerland. Miss Holmes, the first 
Maine girl to receive this outstanding 
honor, was selected over 25 other ap­
plicants from the New England Re­
gion. The international conference 
will be held at the Girl Scout, Girl 
Guide international meeting place, 
“ Our Chalet,” near Adelboden, Swit­
zerland.
The event will bring together Senior 
Scouts, Senior Girl Guides, and Rang­
ers from nine different countries scat­
tered all over the world. Miss Holmes 
is a senior at Brunswick High School 
and has been active in Scout work for 
almost ten years as well as in school 
and church interests.
S p e a k in g  o f  Spring—as we did a 
while back—you flower lovers who 
glow with enthusiasm at the mention 
of African Violets should, by all 
means, make a point of stopping in 
at the “ Cider Hill Greenhouses” in 
York on your next trip to Maine. 
There are violets of all shapes and 
hues, fringed varieties and double, so 
many it’s difficult to make a choice. 
The friendly proprietor, Mrs. Edna 
M. Roberts, will be glad to show you 
around, so don’t forget to put it down 
on your “ must” list for the summer.
And speaking of Summer, after 
Spring comes . . . SUMMER . . . 
We’ll be looking for you, up here in 
the “ Land of Remembered Vacations!”
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marginalia
It 's b e e n  our usual procedure here to set up, like chessmen, certain 
aspects of this curious business of 
threading words on the fragile string 
of thought, thence to move the pieces, 
usually to an unfinished game, occa­
sionally to stalemate and rarely to 
checkmate. However, Spring is knock­
ing at the heart so let us away with 
cold logic and orderly procession of 
thought to gambol blithely on a field 
of rainbow rampant with fancy.
Invent a better “ Keep Off The 
Grass” sign and the world will beat 
a path to your door . . . right across 
your lawn!
Concerning irony: an old saw cuts 
best.
The man who pays little attention 
to his wife’s new hat will pay for it.
The grapes of wrath are usually 
sour.
A neighbor is a man who isn’t 
afraid to call a spade a spade . . . es­
pecially if it’s his.
If you can claim title to a good 
deed you have the best real estate buy 
on the market.
You can’t move mountains by 
throwing stones.
Flower garden: the perfume-scente 
Pleiades of butterflies and bumbl< 
bees.
And that is all for now . . . for 
have an appointment with an eage 
violet and an early robin.
The budding bough bends 
beneath the blossom snow, Spring 
My soul’s a green wind.
Dan Kelly 
Book End 
Augusta, Maine
By The Grapevine
" E ' v e r y  w h e r e  I walk this royal da 
Conversation strews my plebia 
way.
Pussywillows clear their furl' 
throats,
Robins trill interrogating notes,
Grasses whisper and the tippling be
Conspires with the buds to questio 
me.
Gossip that I am, I spread the won
“ Rumor has it Spring is here, or s 
I’ve heard!”
A d d i s o n  L i b e r m a n
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Green Magic
HT' here is such a greenness in the 
A day
As to catch you unaware when first 
You step from out the door 
And snowswept eyes are blinded mo­
mently
By the rampant chlorophyll.
You catch your breath . . . the very 
air is green . . .
And subtle chemicals rise in the veins 
To metamorphize every cell . . .
And suddenly, by alchemy, a bud, a 
bloom . . .
You, too, are green!
D o n  B o e k
Boat Dream
Cap’n Jim was many things to many separate people:
To Ike and me he was a silent, kindly 
man,
Who rode into our region of Maine 
upon the high water,
His ponderous, scow-towing engine 
rifling out blue smoke rings 
At the river, the eel grass, and the 
shore.
Once, while high up on a load of hay, 
Ike and I saw Cap’n Jim heading in 
Prom his most recent voyage down 
river . . .
Down to Boothbay, to Spectacle, or 
the fishing grounds off Damaris- 
cove.
“Gosh,” said Ike, “ look!”
And he made a figure pointing that 
way,
Outlined against the marsh, below 
our rim of sunning oaks.
Transfixed, we stood there staring at 
the Captain
Gliding over the cool, green Sheepscot 
water
Of that long-gone summer afternoon. 
Our father forked up more of the is­
land sweetfern
Which grew upon those runout fields;
He yapped at us to take in
His offering with foot and fork.
I “Someday,” Ike said, “ I’ll bet I have 
a boat like Cap’n Jim.”
I remembered how he said it and how 
the sweat and hay dust 
Made a thin line around his neck. 
“ Yeah,” I must have whispered,
“ A boat like Cap’n Jim’s . . .
And time to ride it down the river.”
And then we watched him all the way 
out of sight;
And we have never lost a single slant, 
Or shade, or implication 
Of that heroic picture 
All these thirty years.
E d w i n  D . M e r r y
Thaw
p j  IS eyes reflect the frozen hill, 
A--*- His ears, ice-thunder echoing, 
But deep within that crystal shell 
A robin heart is Apriling.
M i c h a e l  S c r ip t u r e
Scripture Measure
Joe T a r b e l l  owns a shack down Pulpwood PitchAnd lives alone there, pasty-faced 
and pursy,
(He was old Caddie’s only young one, 
which,
According to the village, is a mercy!) 
A puny boy, he early caught the knack 
Of trading on folks’ feelings: he 
would borrow
Tools, clothing, victuals—seldom took 
them back
Or somehow spoiled them, to their 
owners’ sorrow.
When charity, long-suffering and 
kind,
At length called quits, bled white by 
Tarbell losses,
He took to poking through the woods 
to find
Mistletoe, mushrooms, parasitic moss- 
es,
And throve. Our local oracle, Gramp 
Avery,
Piped, “Our Joe sells his brethren in­
to slavery!”
H a r o ld  W il l a r d  G l e a s o n
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Spring Thaw
/T ' iie thawing- of the brook was dif- 
ferent then,
It melted something- cold within the 
lad.
The smell of sod from under shining 
plow
Rose sweet as smoke of incense and 
as sad.
But what intoxication in his veins
Sent him leaping like a fox at bay
Over clods, and clearing the brookside
fence
And wildly away, he does not say.
He sits and chews a straw' and rumi­
nates;
The weather is a creaking in his 
frame.
Now other lads go mad with spring­
time thaw,
(Four bear his name.)
Dorothy Priesing
The Captain
T_Te sits in an old rocking chair, 
While his heart roams the sea. 
The day is hot, yet salt sea air 
Drifts in . . . for memory 
Swings back: a stately clipper ship 
Rides proudly on the waves;
And he, the Captain, watches seagulls 
dip
And rise . . . again he braves 
The North Atlantic winter gales,
His wave-washed ship comes through 
Battered and bold; he sets his sails, 
Perhaps this time for new 
Unchartered ways. How kind the 
years must be
When tired Captains close their eyes 
. . . and sail the sea.
Ruby G. Searway
Spring Song
r PHE marble winter stillness 
Before the robin’s throat 
Shatters and dissolves 
Pierced by a great green note!
Dee Scribner
A Tablecloth Of Red
T ’ve attended many banquets,
Table linen white as snow, 
Silverware and sparkling glasses 
Always placed just so-and-so.
I have feasted on the dishes 
Cooked by chefs with special care, 
Sipped the liquors and the cocktails 
And the wines so old and rare.
But the banquets best remembered 
Were the ones my mother spread 
When we ate them in the kitchen 
On a tablecloth of red.
George F. Smith
Intrusion
T he sea encroaches on the land to­day;
Salt winds invade the gardens off the
, bay;Gulls riding low beneath the mack­
erel sky
Usurp the crows and flaunt their ur­
chin cry
The corn silk ripples as the wind on 
waves;
Dark, fluid moss adorns the seaward 
caves,
And devil’s paintbrush, like old pirate 
flags,
Blows toward the east above the giant 
crags.
Rosemary Clifford Trott
Apple Blossoms
A row of apple trees which June’s 
quick wand
Has turned to pink and white is like 
a row
Of little girls in graduating class,
With frilled white dresses, ruffle, sasf 
and bow
Of pink; their faces touched witl 
morning light
And perfumed with the wondermen' 
of spring,
Aquiver in the breeze they seem t< 
reach
On tiptoe to dispense the joy the; 
bring.
Ina Ladd Brown
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What Is Spring?
• •
B \\ Lorna Starhird
q pring  is a number of happy things.
° A  boy with marbles, a bird that sings, 
Jonquils and tulips on the sill,
Children with kites upon the hill.
A season of color, bright and new 
From forsythia yellow to robin’s egg blue. 
It is the promise of summer seen 
In bursting buds of misty green.
The pale pink bloom of anemone 
And golden shoots on the willow tree.
But best of all these things, I find 
That spring is really a state of mind!
